
More proposals, more Echos 
 
 

 
It’s possible in a new reality we make, create new circumstances according to 

the possibility of each country. Defeating abuse, defeating equality. Places where 

the attack increase, the proposal is reduced and the progress breaking down.  

 

We are in a society where we have young people worried about climate change, 

we have young people innovating to create those new circumstances but we 

also have depressed young people whom can not find their value end up with 

suicide and alcohol and drug addictions.  

 

Fearful immigrant prank women that are force from authorities to abort when 

they cross from their country to another…. authorities that are abusing their 

power.  

 

Immigrants who do not know if they will be able to cross from one country to 

another without running the risk of being burned in a Migration Center.  

 

Mexico is one of them and all we can listen is the silence of authorities and the 

noise of the victims screaming for help.  

 

We must propose Environmental Education on Elementary Schools, adaptate 

Public Politics for people’s access to health, Political Parties sanctions over not 

participating in elections campaigns for two periods for gender political 

violence… I’ve experienced myself for been young and women as running for the 

Federal Congress of Mexico in 2021.  

 



But that’s no reason to stop….. that’s another BIG reason to continue, that’s 

another reason to never give up and keep on trying building the right spaces for 

every woman and every young person that are raising their hands. 

 

We can not let space between the nothing and nowhere, we can not let space 

between the wonder and the doubt. If we don’t think in today’s generation, it 

won’t there be a “next healthy generation” in mental health, healthy environment, 

healthy economics, healthy development, healthy equality. 

 

That´s why as a Women Association in Mexico we promote and look for politic 

and decision places where all of us can be heard. 

 

It is my greatest honor not only standing here, at the United Nations, speaking on 

behalf the Asociacion Nacional Civica Femenina and Mexico, but because 

standing here means having the opportunity to propose and give echo to 

Mexican people voices. 

 

Thank you very much.  

 


